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Handout 1: Analysing vocabulary for teaching purposes 

 

Which of these words would you: 

a) expect learners at the level you have been allocated to know already? 

b) be likely to teach for productive use at your allocated level?   

Put a tick in the appropriate boxes, and discuss and explain your reasoning. 

 

Vocabulary item 
Learners 
know 
already? 

Teach for 
productive 
use? 

Vocabulary 
item 

Learners 
know 
already? 

Teach for 
productive 
use? 

air conditioning   dustbin   

armchair   duvet   

balcony   fence   

bathroom   heating   

bed   kitchen   

bookcase   lamp   

carpet   loft   

cellar   rug   

chair   shower   

chest of drawers   sink   

corridor   sofa   

curtain   staircase   

dining room   storey   
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Handout 2: What does it mean to ‘know’ a word? 

 

1. Match the examples in the box with the different aspects of meaning you might 

need to consider. 

1.  boots/shoes       2.  skinny/slim         3.  That’s wicked!         

4.  It’s raining cats and dogs       5.  heavy 

 

A. Idiomatic/non-literal meaning. 

B. Semantic boundaries – in some languages a word may have a wider or 

narrower meaning than its direct translation in another language. 

C. Connotation – some words may have a similar meaning but a different 

connotation, e.g. one word may be more positive. 

D. Collocational restraints – e.g., we could say mild weather or mild cheese, but 

not strong weather, though we could say strong cheese. 

E. Register – is the word or phrase formal or informal? 

 

2. Look at the examples of different aspects to consider the form of words. Can 

you add anything else to each category? 

 

Verbs  Regular or irregular past? 

 Transitive or intransitive? 

Nouns  Countable or uncountable? 

 Regular or irregular plural? 

Adjectives  Dependent preposition? 

 Comparative form? 

 

3. What aspects of pronunciation do we need to consider when teaching a 

word/lexical item? Think about the following words and phrases: 

to be in debt                                             a vegetable pie       

a packet of crisps                    to present a prize 
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Handout 3: Checking understanding 

 

1. Look at the different methods of checking understanding and make notes about any 

possible advantages or disadvantages. 

 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Asking ‘Do you 

understand?’ 

 

 

 

 

Asking students to 

give a definition in 

English 

 

 

 

 

Explaining the 

meaning in 

English 

 

 

 

 

Translating to L1 

or asking for a 

translation to L1 

  

 

 

 

Using concept 

questions, e.g. ‘Is 

a castle a cosy 

place to live?’ 

  

Getting students 

to check meaning 

in a dictionary 

  

 

2. Which methods do you use most often? Why? 
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Handout 4: Cambridge English Teaching Framework 

 

Language Knowledge and Awareness is one of the topics in the Cambridge English 

Teaching Framework, a professional development framework, designed by 

Cambridge English Language Assessment, which is used by English language teachers 

to self-assess and plan their own development. 

 

1. Complete the description of this component, using the words in the box. 

classroom             awareness           terms            marking        

digital          analyse           guiding            planning 

 

The following areas of knowledge and competence, presented together under 

the heading ‘Language Knowledge and Awareness’, provide the linguistic basis on 

which teachers develop their personal understandings of teaching and learning, 

and also play a critical role in how teachers make sense of and facilitate learning 

in the classroom. 

 

Language _____________ (1); this refers to the following: 

 the ability to ___________ (2) spoken and written language form, meaning  

and use at sentence, word and discourse level, when planning, teaching and 

___________ (3) learners’ written work. 

 the awareness to be able to analyse ____________ (4) language used by the 

teacher and learners. 

 demonstrating the practical application of this ability and awareness for 

language learning and teaching when planning and in class. 

Terminology for describing language; this refers to the following: 

 key ____________ (5) used to describe language form, meaning, use and 

phonology at sentence, word and discourse level. 

 demonstration of practical application for language learning and teaching 

when _____________ (6) and in class. 
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Reference materials; this refers to the following: 

 awareness of a range of relevant print and _____________ (7) resources for 

researching language form, meaning, use and pronunciation. 

 demonstration of practical application for language learning and teaching 

when planning and for ___________ (8) learners both in class and outside 

class. 

 

2. Discuss how this workshop related to the areas of competence and knowledge 

described above. 

 

3. Make notes about one thing from this part of the Framework that you would 

like to find out more about. 
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Handout 5: Vocabulary practice activities 

 

The key to learning vocabulary, apart from giving your students opportunities to use 

it naturally in speech and writing, is to keep revising it. Here are some games and 

activities. 

 

Hot seat or backs to the board 

Students work in teams. One member of each team comes up to the board and sits 

with their back to it. The teacher writes the word or phrase on the board. All the 

students can see it except for those at the front with their backs to the board. The 

teams have to try to get their team mate to say the word by giving clues. They may 

not spell it out. The first team member to guess correctly gets the point.  

 

Blockbusters 

Based on an old British TV show, the teacher prepares a honeycomb grid like this. 

Each letter represents a word you 

want to revise. In two teams, 

students take it in turns to choose a 

letter. The teacher then gives the 

clue. For example, ‘What K is 

something you use to cut things 

with?’ If the team guesses correctly 

they gain the hexagon. The aim is to 

make a line, as in noughts and crosses, but one team is going across horizontally, and 

the other vertically. 

 

Concentration 

This works well with younger classes, and lower levesl because the words all need to 

be part of the same topic, e.g. clothes, fruit and vegetables. The students sit in a 

circle and the topic is chosen. Then the teacher demonstrates keeping a beat by first 

slapping his/her knees, then clapping, then clicking the fingers of the left hand and 
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then the right hand, while saying ‘Con-cen-tra-tion, concentration now be-gins.’  

The class joins in the rhythm. Then, on the last click, the teacher says the name of, 

for example, an animal. The next student must say the name of another animal on 

the next last click and so on round the circle. No-one can hesitate or miss the precise 

moment to add their word, and no words can be repeated.  

 

Vocabulary box 

Early finishers can spend a little time writing new vocabulary from the lesson on to 

little cards and putting these into a box. They can then be used in a variety of ways. 

For example, you could give a small handful to each group and ask them to write a 

story using as many of the words they have as possible. 

Alternatively, they could write definitions for some of the words and test their 

partner(s), or you could give each student a word and tell them they have to try to 

slip it unnoticed into a pairwork speaking activity. 

 

Bingo 

Lots of variations of this are possible, but the quickest to prepare involves writing a 

selection of words you want to revise on to the board, getting the students to draw, 

e.g. a 4 x 4 grid, and choosing 16 words from the board to put into their grid.  

For beginners, you might just say the words, but you could also give definitions, 

synonyms, antonyms, clues, etc. The first person to make a line in any direction wins. 

 

Pointless 

Again, based on a British quiz show, the point is to score as few points as possible. 

So, imagine the teacher gives the topic of fruit and vegetables. Each team write 

down five items, but they will do better if no-one else guesses the same ones so they 

need to think of less frequent items. For example, avocado will probably do better 

than carrot, because it is more unusual (unless everyone thinks of it). Teams then get 

5 points for every other team which has the same item, and the winner of the round 

is the team with the fewest points. 
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Stop the bus 

This is fun, but more of a filler than a way to recycle specific vocabulary. Choose or 

elicit five categories of topic-based vocabulary, e.g. animals, food, countries, colours. 

You then run through the alphabet in your head until a student says ‘Stop the bus’. 

Whatever letter you are thinking of at that moment is the chosen letter. In teams, 

students then have a short time (depending on level) to think of an animal, a colour, 

food, etc., beginning with that letter, such as bear, blue, beef. The team with the 

most categories complete wins the round. 
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Notes 

 

 

 

 

           


